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 This article gives a brief account of various scientific apparatus that I have 
invented and or developed over the last forty years. All the apparatus described have 
rheological connections although some are not, in the classical sense “rheometers”. 
There was no grand master plan in terms of the way it happened; it just happened! 
 On reflection I now see that going to Technical High School (Gravesend, 
Kent) and not a Grammar or Public School for my secondary education was an 
important factor in the way I went about my future science. I was educated in the 
noble arts of woodwork, metal work and also engineering drawing. Sadly I missed out 
in relation to languages and how I now struggle with my French! My physics and 
maths teaching was pretty good; but it is the making of metal and wood components 
that I remember most, coupled with the training for sketching in 3D and preparing 
engineering drawings of components. 
 
Extensional Flow; Opposed Jets 
 The first apparatus I designed and had built was not invented by me. It was the 
inspiration of the late Sir Charles Frank with input from the late Andrew Keller. Both 
were total scientists of the highest calibre and I happened to be the fortunate PhD 
student at Bristol University Physics Department in 1970 tasked with the job of 
turning their ideas into experimental reality. Sir Charles had been reading papers by 
Pennings et al (1970) and  Peterlin (1966) on the polymer chain stretching power of 
extensional flows and Sir Charles proposed an untried geometry of firing polymer 
solution into the faces of each other using two opposed jets. High strain rates were 
required and the whole thing needed to be at elevated temperature with optical 
windows if flow induced fibrous crystallisation of polyethylene was going to be 
observed. Andrew Keller suggested using a glass reflux bath arrangement and with 
the combined skills of a superb glassblower in Physics, Mr Colin Burrows and 
Andrew Keller’s talented but feisty technician Terry Owen, an apparatus was 
constructed that could blow and suck fluid into opposed jets. I discovered the sucking 
flow was far more stable than blowing and the apparatus is shown in figure 1 with the 
resulting observed localised flow birefringence, Frank et al (1971), Mackley et al 
(1975). Chain extension and fibrous crystallisation was achieved, but at the time of 
writing up my PhD an explanation as to why the extension was localised on the exit 
symmetry axis of the geometry was not clear.  
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Figure 1 a) Schematic of Opposed Jet apparatus. b) Photograph of Opposed jets. 
c) Streamline photograph of uniaxial extension flow. d) Photograph of localised 
centre line birefringence for PE/Xylene solution. 
(Mackley et al 1975) 
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Two, Four and Six Roll Mills 
 The reason for the observed localised birefringence only became “obvious” 
after a series of further experiments were carried out using other centro symmetric 
flow geometries,  namely the Two and Four Roll Mill. The Four Roll Mill was the 
invention of G.I Taylor (1934) where he had used the apparatus to follow the 
stretching of drops in pure extensional flows. My observations using the Four Roll 
Mill were carried out as a combined student final year research project at Bristol using 
polyethylene oxide/water solutions, which were very much more benign than elevated 
temperature polyethylene/xylene solutions, (Crowley et al 1976). Localised 
birefringence was again observed in the Four Roll Mill as shown in Figure2. On 
seeing the results, Charles Frank immediately realised that in order to stretch chains in 
solution, not only was a high strain rate required, but also a high strain too and in the 
opposed jet and mill geometries this was only achieved very close to the exit 
symmetry axis or plane of the flow. The conclusion, once appreciated  was obvious 
and goes a long way to explaining why there were so many reports of different 
extensional rheometers apparently giving different extensional viscosities, see for 
example James et al (1994), Petrie (2006). Very few extensional rheometers reach any 
where near high enough strain levels to obtain full chain extension and or a steady 
state. Most extensional rheometers measure some form of transient extensional 
viscosity. 
 The Two Roll Mill, (Frank et al 1976) which was one of my own inventions 
for flow birefringence experiments, is shown in figure 2 and added a touch of rotation 
to the flow. The Six Roll Mill,(Berry et al 1977) was the inspiration of Sir Michael 
Berry and is also shown in figure 2. The Six Roll mill literally took the multi mill 
story to catastrophically high levels!  
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Figure 2 a) Schematic of Four Roll mill. b) Localised birefringence for 
PEO/water solution. c) Photograph of streamline flow for Two Roll mill. d) 
Photograph of localised flow birefringence for PEO/water solution. e) 
Photograph of Six Roll Mill.  f) Photograph of streamlines for six Roll Mill. 
(Crowley et al 1976, Frank et al 1976, Berry et al (1976)) 
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The “Linkam” Cambridge Shear System 
 In the late 1970s a well known British Rheologist, Neil Cogswell introduced 
me to Liquid Crystal Polymers (LCPs) and provided me with a precious 500g sample 
of Eastman Kodak thermotropic LCP material to play with.  Optical observations of 
the complex microstructure were complicated by the need to carry out observations at 
elevated temperature and the material was also very shear sensitive.  In the early 
1980s I tasked one of my first Cambridge PhD students, Diane Graziano to study the 
rheology and microstructure of thermotropic LCP. The rheology was straightforward 
as we had a nice Rheometrics RDS machine and with the help of a fellow American, 
Kurt Wissbrum, Diane did a good job on characterising and understanding the 
rheology, Graziano et al (1983). Optical observations were more challenging 
experimentally and our optical shear cell went through three sequential design and 
build stages before it worked in a sensible fashion, Graziano et al (1984). The design 
centred around a neat way of heating both a stationary top glass plate and a rotating 
bottom glass plate. Working with Diane and a stalwart, patient and able technician in 
Chemical Engineering, Alan Butcher we eventually got an apparatus that worked. A 
post Doc, Tim Nicholson then added computer software to complete an apparatus 
where controlled shear experiments could be carried out at elevated temperature. The 
apparatus and an example of later optical observations are shown in figure 3. After 
demonstrating the apparatus viability, Linkam Scientific, http://www.linkam.co.uk 
owned and managed by Arnold Kamp, took over the basic design and they have 
steadily improved the concept. The apparatus is now marketed as the Linkam CSS 
and several hundred units have been successfully manufactured by Linkam with sales 
throughout the world.  
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Figure 3 a) Schematic of Linkam CSS. b) Photograph of a prototype. c) 
Photograph of an early Linkam unit. d) Photograph of different optical 
microstructures for different Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) at different shear 
conditions. 
(Graziano et al 1984, Ma et al 2008) 
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The Cambridge Multipass Rheometer 
 The Cambridge Multipass Rheometer (MPR) has true rheology measuring 
capacity as well as the ability to perform  multiple processing functions.  For a review 
see Hassell et al (2011). It is the technically most ambitious apparatus I have been 
involved with and is the one that has produced the most challenges. The MPR was 
conceived from a long standing relationship with BP and Steven Aldhouse in 
particular. In the early 1990s there was the recognition that standard viscosity flow 
curves were not enough to characterise molten polymers. Linear viscoelastic 
properties were more powerful at differentiating one polymer from another and could 
be used for both charactisation and describing processing behaviour.  
 The MPR was initially conceived as an online rheometer that could measure 
both standard capillary flow and oscillatory LVE measurements for a polymer melt at 
the ex reactor extruder head. An EPSRC grant application was rejected; however Sir 
Sam Edwards came to the rescue by obtaining a DTI “pot of gold” for the study of 
soft matter at Cambridge. Although a theoretician, Sam was a loyal and active 
supporter of experimentalists and I was a beneficiary of his generosity in now having 
enough funding to design and build our first MPR.  
 The MPR is a two piston servo hydraulically driven device that can perform 
single or multi passes within a “test section” shown in figure 4. The test section insert 
could be a capillary or a more complex geometry such as a pure shear cross slot 
(Coventry et al 2008). The MPR was my own invention with very valuable input from 
the Polymer Fluids Senior Technical officer, Robert Marshall and an able Post Doc, 
Dr Bas Smeulders. (Mackley et al 1995). The detailed servo hydraulic design and 
construction was put in the hands of Peter Watcham and the Company Eland Test 
Plant. The Mk1 device worked well and from a period in the 1990s and early 2000s 
we moved on to Mk 2 and Mk3 machines. At the point when Eland had 5 Mk4 
machines completed or under construction, Eland went into liquidation leaving 
several poorly completed and incomplete machines. Fortunately two Companies came 
to the rescue. Strata Technology http://www.stratatec.co.uk/ took on the engineering 
side of the MPR and Omiga Technology  http://www.omigatech.co.uk, the delicate 
control issues for the two pistons.  Some damage was done to the reputation of the 
MPR during the period of Eland collapse, however Strata and Omiga have together 
now produced an excellent product with superb piston control and resolution. 
 One of the strengths and also weaknesses of the MPR is its multi function 
ability. Yes it can be a capillary rheometer with independent pressure control. Yes it 
can measure G’,G’’ in an enclosed environment. Yes it can perform flow 
birefringence studies in both complex slit or Cross slot geometries and yes it can even 
perform sophisticated mechanical tests on solid samples.  Whilst all these options are 
potentially attractive, most people seem to want a rheometer to perform in a particular 
familiar way and the MPR does not really satisfy this criteria. As a research platform 
the MPR has provided a fantastic diversity of controlled experiments in different 
geometries for very different fluids and materials. On looking back at the MPR, I have 
few regrets, although saddened that the full potential of the machine has yet to be 
exploited. 
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Figure 4 a) Photograph of Mk4 Cambridge MPR. b) Schematic of MPR 
configuration. c) Flow birefringence photograph of Slit flow for LDPE. d) Flow 
birefringence photograph of Cross Slot flow for HDPE. 
(Mackley et al 2011) 
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The Cambridge Trimaster 
 My final apparatus development has been the Cambridge Trimaster. Initial 
experiments were carried out by another of my Post Docs, Dr Tri Tuladhar using the 
MPR as a two piston Mk1 Trimaster  filament stretch device, Tuladhar et al (2008). 
We were interested in the stretching and break up of low viscosity fluids in relation to 
ink jet printing and so there was a requirement to stretch fluids with millisecond time 
scales for relatively short distances. Filament stretching has been around for some 
time and has mostly been used as a way of measuring extensional viscosities ( See for 
example Shridhar et al (1991). In addition filament thinning has provided useful 
rheological data following pioneering experiments by Bazilevsky et al (1990) and 
later others (see review by McKinley (2005). The use of high speed mutually opposed 
pistons in the Trimaster has the advantage that the centre of the filament remains at 
the centre of field of view which in turn makes optical interrogation of the filament 
thickness easier.  
 The Mk 2 device is shown schematically in figure 5 with an example of the 
optical output it achieves. The important thing for low viscosity fluids is that the 
pistons must move precisely and fast and that a high speed camera is necessary to 
follow all thinning and break up events. The Trimaster has been fun to develop and 
we are now working in conjunction with a Cambridge based Company, Huxley 
Bertram,  www.huxleybertram.com on a Mk4 design that will achieve even higher 
separation velocities using a cunning engineering design conceived by Stewart 
Huxley. 
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Figure 5 a) Schematic of Mk2 Cambridge Trimaster. b) Photograph of 
Mk2 Trimaster. c & d) Example of filament stretch, thinning and break 
up, c) DEP solvent. d) 2.5% polystyrene in DEP. 

d

(Vadillo et al 2010) 
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Conclusion.   
 There can be three stages in the genesis of a new scientific instrument. The 
inventive step; potentially the easiest step, but of course a risk, as by definition the 
inventor is doing something new and therefore uncertain. The development stage; 
requires time and almost certainly the evolution of several trial units. Very rarely can 
you expect the Mk1 version to be the final instrument. It is true; we learn by our 
mistakes. Unfortunately it is also true that sometimes we do not learn from our past 
mistakes! 
 A commercialisation step is a final option and this should be done with 
extreme caution, if at all. None of the apparatus I have described were developed with 
commercialisation in mind. If commercialisation is the key driver, it is perhaps better 
to work backwards. Ideally identify the commercial need and then invent an 
instrument to fulfil that need.  
 My experiences in Scientific Instrument development on the whole has been a 
lot of fun; although with every instrument that I have described there have been set 
backs, dramas and hurdles to overcome. People of course are the key and I do not 
believe there are many or any people currently on this planet that have the complete 
tool kit to invent, develop and market a new scientific instrument on there own. 
Finding a team of able people is essential. In addition finding the financial resources 
to see a new instrument from invention to final product is not easy. Initially 
everything is an act of faith and then there is the marketing uncertainty of whether 
you will be able to sell any, one, ten, a hundred or a thousand units. I remember a long 
time ago Sir Charles Frank once said to me, “stick to science and don’t go 
commercial”.  I have done a bit of both and so have not strictly followed his advice. 
Today I see more and more “academics” going or being forced to go essentially fully 
commercial. What a pity; we still need some true scientist as well as commercially 
active “academics”. 
 
September 2012 Antibes . France 
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